
Athletic performance eyewear for safety and style.



In the heat of the game, and at the moment of impact, athletes need performance driven 
eyewear that keeps an eye on safety.

DIVISION1 brings a new game to town with its full line of athletic performance eyewear that 
teams safety with style for improved performance. 

Each year, more than 600,000 eye injuries related to sports and recreational activities are 
reported with one-third of these injuries occurring in children.*1 However, the majority of these 
are preventable. In fact, according to Prevent Blindness America, 90% of sports-related eye 
injuries can be prevented by wearing protective eyewear.

Exercise is important to overall good health and sports are an excellent way to increase physical 
activity, foster teamwork and improve self esteem. Having the right gear is critical to protecting 
your health and the health of your eyes. Designed for athletes the DIVISION1 brand protects 
your eyes and gives athletes an edge and the ability to bring their “A” game to every play.

 

About DIVISION1™ Specs

DIVISION1™ is a trademark of Miro Optix LLC.  Safety frames should be fitted with safety prescription lenses or plano (non prescription) lenses. 
*1  Tri-Service Vision Conservation and Readiness Program, Eyes (Ears) and Workers Compensation – excerpted from Eye Safety at a Glance/
Protecting Your Child’s Vision in Sports



      

DIVISION1 Styles

Our Convertible Option for Added Value

As an athlete, you know how to bring it, and you do 
it with a technique and a look  all your own. With 
DIVISION1 frames, you can be assured that your 
game and your style is always on!

DIVISION1 frames come in two styles, and four  
spot-on colors to provide face flattering fit and style. 
All frames come with polycarbonate, plano lenses.  
Your retailer can Rx your lenses and if your sports 
take you outdoors, ask them about options for tinting, 
anti-reflective coatings and photochromic lenses.

Every DIVISION1 frame has the ability to perform 
as a temple with strap or as a wide head strap. This 
convertible option provides DIVISION1 athletes with 
the ability to meet eyewear requirements for multiple 
sports. Stop into your eyewear specialist or retailer 
when your sport seasons change to convert your 
frames or pick up multiple pairs of DIVISION1 frames 
to have your frames game ready 24/7, 365.

Model DV1A-51
Typically for smaller framed faces (teenagers, women, young men) the DV1A-51 features (M)FORCE™ - a patent 
pending technology for impact resistance that includes our Hadronic™ Lock for added safety.

Choose from our bold, metallic blue trimmed out in biker orange, our classic matte black on black, our eye-catching 
metallic red trimmed out in black, and our winning metallic graphite trimmed out in black.

Model DV1B-54
Our most popular frame for adult athletes, the DV1B-54 features (M)FORCE - a patent pending technology for impact 
resistance that includes our Hadronic Lock for added safety. 

Choose from our bold, metallic blue trimmed out in biker orange, our classic matte black on black, our eye-catching 
metallic red trimmed out in black, and our winning metallic graphite trimmed out in black.



DIVISION1 Technology

When bodies in motion collide, you want your frames to 
withstand even the toughest hits. Enter DIVISION1 and its  
(M)FORCE technology. Based on the principles of acceleration 
and force, (M)FORCE was engineered to meet the needs of 
today’s athlete.

The (M)FORCE’s patent pending technology meets or 
exceeds ASTM F803 Standards for impact resistance and 
provides athletes with a sleek, stylish alternative to clunky 
sports goggles and inferior frames. Utilizing multiple points 
of contact, the technology provides DIVISION1 frames with 
stronger and tighter connections and greater resistance  
to breakage.

An integral eyewire screw in the frame front ensures a proper 
closure for the lenses in the DIVISION1 frame. Next, the 
frame’s integrated projections extend from the frame front 
and lock into the safety sleeve. The safety sleeve then adds 
two additional safety screws to lock in the sleeve to the frame 
front and to showcase the (M)FORCE technology plaque. This 
patent pending locking mechanism is called our Hadronic Lock 
and is another winning feature of the DIVISION1 frame.

 

DIVISION1™, (M)FORCE™ and Hadronic™ Lock are trademarks of Miro Optix LLC.

Featuring: 

(M)FORCE Technology with 
our Hadronic Lock.



Performance, Safety and Style

All DIVISION1 Frames feature (M)FORCE - a patent pending safety technology for impact resistance that 
includes our Hadronic Lock for added safety. These stylish frames are hypo-allergenic, have high abrasion, 
chemical and weather resistance to handle even the toughest sports challenges.

Comprised of Nylon 6-6, the frame’s construction utilizes the first man-made thermoplastic. This polymer 
is lightweight, windproof and difficult to damage. Known for its strength and its heat resistance, Nylon 6-6 
is dubbed, the strongest of all nylons, and is the work of an organic chemist that studied the chemistry of 
polymer molecules as they occurred in nature. The material, used for a number of applications including 
our DIVISION1 frames is aptly named for its double chain of six carbon molecules that provides enduring 
strength for added safety.

The frame’s shape provides a flattering contour for the face. The frame features a comfortable rubber  
nose guard, coordinating temple trim and both a wide head strap and temple strap that are elastic for 
enhanced comfort.

The two-tone frames come in four striking color combinations for fashion forward play. In fact, the 
convertible nature of the frames, enable athletes with multiple pairs to mix and match frame fronts and 
temples for additional color combinations and ways to celebrate their unique style. 

 



About MIRO OPTIX

Standing tall behind the DIVISION1 brand is the leadership and direction of its parent  
company, Miro Optix. 

The company makes a commitment to athletes that wear DIVISION1 to provide frames that 
promote the safety of their eyes while enabling them to stay on top of their game.

Whether considering the integrity of the company, or the structural integrity and quality of the 
DIVISION1 frames, our distributors, retailers and consumers all agree that Miro stands behind its 
brand offering the best there is in athletic performance eyewear for safety and style.

Contact your local DIVISION1 retailer for more information.



For updated and new styles find us at: 

www.division1specs.com

Facebook & Twitter:                  division1specs

Athletic performance eyewear for safety and style.


